A ROUN D TH E GL OBE - N OR WAY

CLOSE TO THE TOP OF THE
WORLD, SIPA PACKS
TOP BEERS FOR MACK

Deep inside the Arctic Circle,
SIPA is helping Norway’s famous
brewer Macks Ølbryggeri put the
ﬁnal touches to packages of some
of its best-selling beers. Since last
year, the world’s northernmost
brewery has been putting palletizing, stretch-wrapping and pack
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conveying equipment from SIPA
hard to work, to handle up to
30,000 cans of beer every hour.
Headquartered even further
north in the coastal city of
Tromsø, Mack has been growing
ever since it was founded 140
years ago, in 1877, by Ludwig
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Mack. Its last major move was
ﬁve years ago, when it shifted
its principal brewing operations
from Tromsø to Nordkjosbotn to
be able to further increase its capacity and take advantage of the
latest technologies.
Last year, Mack took delivery of
SIPA’s Genius PTF/2 fully automatic palletizer, together with
stretch-wrapping and pack con
veying equipment.
The Genius PTF/2 is a “steady
pallet” unit capable of handling
crates, cartons and packs. Ac
cording to the product to be han
dled, the standard central uni
can be equipped with diﬀeren
heads and accessory elements
Mack is using the unit to pallet
ize 330- and 500-mL beer cans
as well as 330-mL glass bottles
layer transfer is carried out by a
la
roll
oller-type halving platform.
“Mac
ack chose SIPA for the robust
ness of our system,” says Stefa
no Bonan
nanni, SIPA’s Key Accoun
Manager lo
looking after Mack “a
well as for the
th proven ability o
our programm
mer engineers in op
timizing the sequ
quences of the pal
letizer .” Bonanni
ni points out tha
the Genius PTF//2 installed a
Mack currently han
ndles two pal
let sizes: full –size eu
uro pal 1200
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by 800 mm and half-size 600 by
800 mm, which are then loaded
onto a full-sized pallet, and can
also be conﬁgured in future to
handle pallets 400 by 800 mm.
Bonanni concludes by saying:
“There is a lot of competition
among suppliers of palletizing
equipment, but I believe that our
system, together with the techni-
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